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FEATURES Freedom to view apps and websites from around the world Free Switch countries with ease To welcome to the best Internet! Hola is a free peer-to-peer VPN service that works by sharing idle resources of its users to create a more open Web. Commercial version of VPN service for business. unlocks sites
blocked in your country through an innovative peer-to-peer network Maritime information on If you have any questions and suggestions, feel free to send them to help_android@hola.org We love to hear from you :-)Hola Free VPN contains Lightning Browser and is used under the public license Lightning Browser Mozilla,
version 2.0. A copy of this license is available over the phone: your use of Hola Free VPN Proxy for free in exchange for the safe use of some of your device's resources (WiFi and very limited cellular data) and only when you're not using the device. You can turn this off by becoming a premium user. Please check out our
TOS for more information. HolaVPN Proxy Unblocker is a split-tunnel proxy built to unlock websites without slowing them down. It works by sending only the minimum necessary information through the tunnel, and the rest is sent directly, for quick unlocking. To enjoy the full privacy of the VPN, use HolaVPN Plus.What
are the types of information we collect? We collect the following types of data from you when you use services:- Journal Data: Journal data may include the following type of information browser, web pages that you visit, time spent on those pages, access time and dates.- Personal information: Personal information is
information that may be information that may be information that may be relevant or confidential, and which identifies or may identify you. The personal information we may collect and store includes your IP address, your name and email address, screen name, payment and payment information, or other information we
may occasionally request to provide services on board.- Installed apps: App information that is installed on the user's device. Registration via a social network account: When you register or register with the service through a social network account (e.g. Facebook, Google), we will have access to basic information from
your social network account How do we use your information? We use your information to provide you with the Service. This means that we will use this information to set up your account, provide you with support for communicate with you for updates, marketingoffers or problems that you may have and conduct
statistical and analytical research to improve Service.Information we share We do not rent or sell any personal information. We may disclose personal information information trusted third-party service providers or partners to provide you with services, storage, and analytics. We may also disclose or disclose personal
information to our subsidiaries, affiliated companies. Your choices and rights Are committed to giving you ways to quickly update your information or delete it. To take advantage of this right, you can contact us at: privacy@hola.orgLegal links: Privacy: Service: End User License: more - Unblock websites are blocked in
your country, company or school with Hola VPN. Hola is free and easy to use! Access to websites blocked or censored in your country, company and school, as well as a stream with the free proxy service Hola Unblocker VPN. Unlocking most websites with a free version. To unlock all websites or secure your traffic,
subscribe to PLUS. Hola is a free and free VPN proxy service that provides a faster and more open Internet. Hola VPN is the world's fastest unlocker - using split-tunneling technology. For full encryption, privacy and security, subscribe to PLUS. This is not a peer-to-peer app. This extension does not link and does not
encourage download of any other products and is fully functional as is without requiring any additional downloads. If you have any technical problems, please email us on help@hola.org (don't hand out a question - we can't answer all the messages). Hola VPN requires the following permissions: - Proxy: Let Hola expand
proxy traffic through a server in another country to change your IP and unlock restricted sites. - AllHosts/WebRequest/WebRequestBlocking: Let Hola expand and change every web query. Hola VPN is the fastest unlocker because it uses. Split-tunneling technology and only proxy the minimum number of web requests
required to unlock the site. - Tabs: Let Hola track your tabs and turn on the VPN only on specific tabs and show a pop-up inside the page to allow you to turn on, disable and fix connectivity problems. - WebNavigation: Let Hola track your navigation request and turn on the VPN on one site, and only when necessary. -
Biscuits: Let Hola have access to cookies. Some sites cache your country inside cookies, and you need to clear these cookies before you can access that site from another country. - Storage: Let Hola retain the local configuration and cache of data. - ContextMenus: Let Hola add entries to the context menu. What
information do we collect? We collect the following types from you When using Services: - Log Data: Log data may include the following type of information browser, web pages you visit, time spent on those pages, access time, and dates. - Personal information: Personal information is information that may be private or
confidential and that identifies or may identify you. You. The personal information we may collect and store includes your IP address, name and email address, screen name, payment and payment information, or other information that we may occasionally request as it will be necessary for the boarding and service
delivery process. This means that we will use this information to set up your account, provide you with support for the service, communicate with you for updates, marketing suggestions or problems that you may have, and conduct statistical and analytical actions privacy@hola.org to improve the service. Hide your IP
address to view online privately and anonymously - 100% Hola works by sharing user downtime resources for everyone's sake. Access to websites blocked your country through peer-to-peer network innovations, speeding up browsing by selecting the nearest and quickest source - Reducing data costs - Inventive
radiation drops more information on if you have any questions and suggestions please and send them help_android@hola.org, we'd like to hear from you:-)Hola Free VPN There is a lightning browser and is used under the browser Mozilla Lightning Public License, version 2.0 . hola free vpn apk. hola free vpn apk
download. hola free vpn app download
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